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Essential Sculling is an authoritative, concise, and thoroughly readable handbook that focuses
on helping anyone become an accomplished sculler. Here Daniel J. Boyne, offers the finest
instruction - for men and women alike - on the art and skill of rowing, including: identifying and
buying a well-made boat; beginner and advanced technique; boat-handling skills; drills for
blending technique and power; training for competition; the mechanics of rigging; the value of
camps and coaches; and much more.With clear descriptions, and illustrations throughout,
Boyne teaches a healthy respect for both the tradition of sculling and the precise beauty of its
execution.
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The author with Argentine sculler Antonio CasucciINTRODUCTION TO THE NEW
EDITIONWHEN I FIRST WROTE ESSENTIAL SCULLING, OVER TWO DECADES AGO, I
never imagined that it would have such a long lifespan, or find its way into the hands of
thousands of readers. After all, it is a simple little book without a lot of pretense, designed only to
do one thing—help people learn how to scull.Like sculling itself, which is simple at first glance,
the art of teaching it is deceptively subtle, and made even more challenging within the context of
mere words. Arguably, a “how-to” book might have limited value these days, when most people
are inclined to watch films on rowing technique, or even row on virtual rowing machines
designed to help them progress. Certainly, these are worthwhile antecedents to getting out in a
boat, and of course there is nothing like real practice itself—particularly done with the aid of a
good coach.Nevertheless, it often helps to be able to mentally conceptualize a physical
endeavor like rowing and learn the key ideas that underlie the sport. Reading, which requires
more contemplative thought and time to mull things over, can still be very useful. And when you
become better informed about the basic theory behind sculling, you will then be better able to
understand what other colleagues or coaches may tell you.While sculling in the United States



has become ever more popular, particularly among younger athletes, there is still a shortage of
dedicated coaches who decide to stay in the sport for any length of time. By some odd twist of
fate, I have remained in the field (or I should say, on the water) for a lot longer than I ever
predicted, and I have now even taught some of the children of the rowers I once coached when
they were young.Age can lend one more wisdom and perspective. Yet as I reread the pages of
this book for the new edition, I find that much of what I had to say long ago still rings true today,
although I’ve added a few bits and pieces and edited out what is now obsolete. The essence of
sculling, which I’ve tried to capture here, is still quite magical and inviting to me, and I hope that
the reader will continue to find it equally enchanting for many more years to come.—Daniel J.
Boyne

PREFACEIN THE SUMMER OF 1978, MY SPORTS-MINDED SISTER GOT ME INTO
something new. She’d just returned from her first year at Mount Holyoke College with a mouthful
of strange “crew” jargon. The new rage on campus was rowing, and she was completely taken
with it. In fact, she planned to row straight through the summer by joining a local club.Naturally,
she would need a training partner.I had nothing better to do, having just suffered through a rather
anticlimactic high school graduation. Besides, I knew I had little choice. The same recruiting
drive had happened once before, when Shawn had gotten involved with cross-country running.
As her younger brother, I knew there was no escape. I’d become a runner; now I was to
row.More so than most activities that I got myself into, my sister’s choices were always a bit
spartan. The rowing business proved to be no exception. In fact, with its many ascetic demands,
it appeared to be a perfect form of ritualized self-punishment. The first requirement was to wake
up at 5:00 a.m. so we could drive out to the boathouse and be under way by sunrise. The lake
was generally calmer then, devoid of powerboats and other wake-producing nuisances.Sleepy-
eyed, I began my sculling lessons. Single sculls were one-person boats, as opposed to the
eight- or four-person sweeps that my sister had rowed at Mount Holyoke. In those crew shells,
each rower held a single, twelve-and-a-half-foot oar. The oars in sculling boats were still fairly
long, but short and tapered enough to allow for control in each hand. Still, the overall body
motion was similar, and Shawn easily made the transition from sweep rowing to sculling.She
was put in a sleek, ten-inch-wide shell, which seemed to skim over the water like a flying carpet.
I was put into a wherry, a shorter, stouter craft, which in comparison looked and behaved more
like a camel. I was shown how to get in and out of the boat, told to use my legs when rowing, and
to keep my left hand slightly higher than my right. How absurd, I thought to myself, that one’s
hands had to overlap in the first place. And what was this silly business with a sliding seat?
Somehow, I overcame my initial suspicions with these odd encumbrances and ventured out onto
the still lake. Like most brothers, I assumed that if my sister could do something, it would
certainly be a cinch. This was the first of many wrong assumptions. Shoved out onto the water
like a child forced to swim, I took my first tentative strokes, initially just using my arms and back
to get used to the strange crossover and feathering motion my hands had to execute. The boat



putted along, and all seemed well enough.Then I tried to make sense of the sliding seat, which
extended the length of the stroke and theoretically allowed one’s legs to be employed. The
wherry protested at this effort. One of my oars dug deep and the boat quickly pitched to that
side, nearly dumping me into the lake. I stopped, a little shaken, and tried to begin again. The
next attempt was better for a while, but then I started paying too much attention to my oar blades
and my hands began to knock against each other. Toward the end of the outing I had bloody
knuckles, and to top off the morning, my seat came off the runners just as I was trying to pull into
the dock. I slammed into the little makeshift pier head-on, feeling not unlike the hapless Mr. Toad
in The Wind in the Willows.The boat was simply not behaving. Instead of carrying me like a good
beast of burden, it bucked and tried to throw me off balance. During my next few outings, I
gripped the oars more firmly, stiffened my resolve, and decided to apply more brute force. This
decision proved to be foolish, however, for the more rigidly I tried to bend the boat to my will, the
more it rebelled. It was not the boat that needed breaking in, it was me.The coach, an elderly
British man of some repute in rowing circles, didn’t seem to take much note of my antics. I’d spot
him across the lake occasionally, trailing a group of experienced scullers. Because of his bushy
white mustache and his big barrel chest, I secretly nicknamed him “The General.” His
philosophy, I came to find, was that the basics of sculling were best learned through a process of
self-discovery (i.e., trial and error). Once in a while he would motor by me, shouting something
incomprehensible like, “Don’t shoot your tail!” Later, after another more or less frustrating
morning, my sister would translate these remarks for me.“Don’t worry,” she assured me. Soon,
when I graduated into a real single, all my problems would disappear. The wherries were just
junky practice boats, and everyone did poorly in them. Hearing this, my pride was temporarily
restored, and I struggled my way through the wherry initiation period. By the end of two weeks, I
was still having some problems with balance and steering, but I’d managed to keep dry, and
luckily no one had seen me run aground on the little island in the middle of the lake.Encouraged
by my sister, I asked The General if I could move into a “real” single. “Do you think you’re ready?”
he asked me. I saw him glance down at the bloody scrape on my right hand, and I made no effort
to hide it. In my naivete I thought my little red badge of courage might impress him.“Sure,” I
replied. “I think I’m ready.” He nodded slowly. “As you like,” he said rather too casually, as if it were
no big deal. But I knew better, of course, having been filled in by my sister. Soon I’d be flying
along with ease, finally rid of my ornery camel boat. Doing well was all a matter of getting good
equipment and moving into the coach’s inner circle. Now that I’d persuaded him to give me a
chance, it was up to me to make a good impression.So began my first trip in a real single. I
paddled away from the dock, arms only, just as I had my first time in the wherry. The boat indeed
felt much more responsive, some ways for better, some ways for worse. It certainly went much
faster without as much effort on my part, but it was also a lot less forgiving. I reached this
conclusion just a stone’s throw from the dock when I took a deep stroke with my starboard oar
and got pitched neatly into the lake.I surfaced, unscathed, but a little disoriented. It all happened
so fast that my mind felt a step behind my body. My boat was still floating upright, as if nothing



had happened, but I was somehow no longer in it. Naturally, my first instinct was to get back in,
but I soon found that this wasn’t so easily done without the use of the dock. I looked around but
not a soul was to be seen, so I floated hopelessly beside the shell and started to go over my
options. I had just decided to try to swim ashore when The General suddenly appeared in his
ridiculous little launch.“Caught a crab, did you?” he said dryly. I was silent, wondering whether he
had come over to offer assistance or to upbraid me with some weird British wit. As we motored
back to the dock with the single in tow, I desperately tried to figure out what had happened, and
what it meant to “catch a crab.” Later that morning my sister explained it to me, and I held less of
a grudge against The General. Instead I began to reassess my own approach to the sport, my
overambitious expectations. I decided to go back to the wherry for a while, and return to the
single when I was ready to handle it well.In the years that followed, I eventually figured out how
to scull more and more proficiently under the erratic tutelage of various coaches and veteran
scullers. While I never intended to become a sculling instructor, this circuitous, hard-won route to
learning the sport inadvertently prepared me for just that job. In short, I knew all the mistakes to
be made, because I had made most of them myself. When I was asked to serve as the director
of the recreational sculling program at Harvard University, I confessed to Harvard crew coach
Harry Parker that I really wasn’t an expert on sculling. “Don’t worry,” he said. “No one is.” The final
irony came shortly thereafter, when I learned that my post at Weld Boathouse had once been
held by none other than The General himself, a man named Ernest Arlett.Over a hundred years
old, Weld Boathouse has been, and continues to be, a mecca for American scullers testing their
wings. In the summer alone, nearly a hundred scullers pass through its doors daily, all needing
different levels of attention and advice. Although I had gained an intuitive sense of sculling prior
to entering Weld, it was only when I had to articulate and format this information to such a
volume of students that my real knowledge of the sport began. With so many students I also
began to appreciate why The General had been so sparse with his comments.This book has
grown out of over a decade of teaching thousands of different scullers with diverse backgrounds
and goals, and another decade before that learning the art of sculling on my own. Unwittingly or
not, my students have also been my teachers, and they are embedded in the pages of this book.
I have also been fortunate to work on the Charles River, alongside some of the most
knowledgeable coaches and rowers in the country.I wrote this book largely in response to the
demands of my students, who frequently complained that too little had been written about the
sport of sculling. “Don’t read,” I sometimes teased them, “just do.” Over the years, however, I had
thought about writing such a how-to book but always hesitated for a few reasons. One was the
above-mentioned belief that you can’t learn a physical activity from a book, no matter how many
explanatory words or pictures it contains. The second was that I felt like I was still learning more
about the sport year after year, row after row, student after student. The last hesitation was that
sculling is one of those sports in which the more specific you get about methodology, the more
you open yourself up to debate.Within the word essential lies the word essence. In writing this
book, I wanted to provide not only the specific information you need to know to become a better



sculler but something more. In a way, my writing process became somewhat like the process of
learning to scull—first getting caught up in all the various details related to equipment,
technique, physiology, and the like. As time went by, these became somewhat secondary to the
goal of trying to express the true essence of the sport, the pure joy of moving over water feeling
unencumbered by superficial concerns.Throughout the book I made an effort to sketch out the
personality of the sculler, one who does not mind being alone on the river, or for that matter in
their other pursuits. Self-motivated is the word that most often comes to mind. Still, even if
scullers share certain traits, they often have different ways of learning and diverse goals. While it
is difficult not to express some specific thoughts on proper technique, I tried to steer way from
absolute truths, which would deprive the reader from developing their own sense of style. In
terms of goals, many books on rowing or other sports assume either a purely competitive or a
purely recreational focus, and construct an artificial divide between the two groups. The beauty
of rowing is that such a line is self-imposed; competitiveness depends largely on how much time
and effort you want to put in.Sculling is learned in seasons, as the saying goes. And while a book
has its limitations as a teaching tool, I still believe that reading is one of the most effective ways
to understand sophisticated concepts. Reading allows you to progress at your own rate, to turn
down the page when you’ve had enough. In this way, sculling and reading are similar in that they
are contemplative acts. It is no great surprise, then, that many of the best scullers I know are
chronic thinkers, always analyzing and debating ideas about technique, rigging, and physiology
in order to reinterpret old knowledge and apply it freshly to their own efforts.—Daniel J.
BoyneWeld Boathouse
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